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Lift and Thrust, Part 1 of 4

water or steam is directed downward out of a slot along either side of the ..... into the relative sense, that of viewing the moving flow past a stationary airfoil, as is ... 
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An Elementary Review Of How Air Is Pushed



and hrast Part 1 of 4 Written and Illustrated by George B. Collinge (EAA 67 Lifetime) 5037 Marlin Way Oxnard, CA 93030



PROLOG



Many think that this is a boring and hackneyed subject, not especially popular with the average pilot. This could be so. "Theory of Flight" is usually a must somewhere along the path of learning to fly; but when a topic seems dull, effort and interest is naturally at a minimum. It is impossible under normal circumstances to "see the spray" therefore it is necessary to visualize the actual flow. And it is this visualization difficulty that is perhaps the reason for some of the pat and simple explanations persisting today. Regrettably, a number of them fall short under scrutiny.



A major problem addressed initially and in part throughout this series is the fact that science texts and numerous encyclopedias as well as a host of popular aeronautical literature all essentially describe "lift" the following way. It is supposedly caused by air, over the



Fig. 1 — Typical schematic of an airfoil "lifting"



paper is greater than that of the undisturbed air below.



farther to rejoin, at the trailing edge, air from the lower



Yet the paper will still rise! That doesn't fit the theory. The paper rises because of the stream of air that is de-



flat surface. This action so the story goes, creates a low



flected downward off the upper trailing-edge of the sheet



pressure above the wing resulting in "lift". Acceptance



and this because of the phenomenon of Coanda Effect. The term pertains to where a fluid stream (within limits) tends to attach to and conform to the contours of a surface. The surfaces should be rounded and smooth



upper curved portion of an airfoil, having to travel



requires that one imagine the wing somehow levitates,



as though the low pressure was drawing it upward like a magnet. It is usually depicted as in Fig. 1 and as a matter of interest an illustration of this kind has greeted all visitors (ref. 1) to the Air Force Museum at



Dayton. Now there has got to be a better description of lift than that. It may be quick and easy and seems to satisfy many people but it is misleading. It has spawned all sorts of misconceptions. A popular one is that lift can be developed over a windshield or a canopy, or over the



slope of an automobile hood. It remains a truth notwithstanding, that unless a i r , somewhere, is pushed downward there will be no lift. As it will become obvious, the lowered local pressure over a canopy or a wing leading-edge is only a part of the more involved total process. Also, there is the popular demonstration of blowing over the upper surface of a drooping piece of paper, held by the forward edges with the fingers. The assumption is that the increased velocity across and over the paper decreases the pressure, hence the paper tends to rise. Well, could be. But the "increased velocity" can have a large increase of energy injected into it (from the lungs) and so it is quite possible that the pressure above the 52 APRIL 1981



for maximum effect. If blowing over and across the relaxed sheet of paper actually reduced the pressure, then



by blowing only the underside should make the paper drop. It nevertheless rises, because of the impingement of the jet of air on the lower surface and the resultant deflection of the flow. It is difficult to have a light piece of paper that doesn't droop and it is the droop that is the key. A rigid flat piece of paper might not rise at all when blowing over it whereas a relaxed or curved piece always will. The French scientist who first delineated the effect that subsequently bears his name, Henri Coanda, proposed in 1969 that his "wall-attachment effect" be



utilized to laterally maneuver ships in port, so states Machine Design magazine of October 30, 1969. A jet of water or steam is directed downward out of a slot along either side of the vessel (Fig. 2) which attaches and travels around and across the bottom producing a gentle thrust. As the ship nears a berthing wall, the jet also cushions and prevents hard bumping. Before getting into more details, it might be suggested that the reader should not construe an incor-
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Fig. 2 — Coanda Effect



reel theory to necessarily damn an enterprise or inhibit success. By no means. There are just too many exceptions. For instance, a tribe of primative people in one of the more remote parts of the world, while apparently enjoying normal male/female relationships, believe that babies are created by kicking a special rock during a certain ceremonial dance. It works! They have lots of kids. Of course, animals, fish and bugs seem to arrange for offspring without any theory at all. So it might be argued that fussing over theory is not all that important or vital and that it is the result alone that really matters. At the same time it must seem strange that alongside the tremendous knowledge necessary to smash atoms and create lasers, such a clumsy portrayal of lift persists. What follows, while perhaps rare in its present form, can be gleaned from the better available literature though it is usually camouflaged amidst a plethora of mathematics, which admittedly turns off many an inquiring soul. It might be significant to note that theories as such or parts of theories can be looked on as merely work-aids. Aerodynamicists tend to use only those theories (or parts) that suit their own particular mathematics. They can switch around between quite incompatible hypotheses with facility. The subject of aerodynamics might not be the exact science the layman thinks it is. Take the case if two aerodynamicists are asked to estimate the drag of a body. They may come up with reasonably close answers but often use completely different approaches to the analysis. But what concerns ordinary aviation people or any other reasonably alert human, is that if lift is indeed generated a la Dayton et al, then how can this same type of airfoil, with the longest distance switched to the bottom and the flat part on top, provide lift in inverted flight? Surely a fall would automatically result if it was attempted. Obviously, there is more to it than one flat and one curved surface and as has been demonstrated since earliest days of flying, an airplane can be successfully flown inverted, though perhaps uncomfortably. Some airplanes do so with curved or cambered airfoils



and some do it with airfoils as much rounded on the bottom as they are on top; so for no other reason a better theory should be common, one that applies equally to any type of airfoil. The term "inverted" is here not intended to mean simply that position assumed momentarily during a positive G roll or roll-off or at the top of a normal loop, but to denote true upside-down flight, "eye-balls out" with a definite period of negative G (Fig. 3). Otherwise the aerodynamic picture would be substantially that for normal upright, positive G flying. It is hoped that the visualization of the dynamic process of lift (and thrust) presented now will readily and more correctly relate to any following observation and study of flow phenomena including the "clap, fling and flip" mechanisms utilized by some insects and birds in takeoff and hovering flight.



Fig. 3 — Genuine inverted flight — Ref. 2



FUNDAMENTALS



Air "at rest" isn't really. It is composed of different gasses. many quintillions of molecules per cubic centimeter, all darting and colliding in "Brownian Motion" (ref. 3) and possessing the characteristic of passing on or distributing pressure changes. If air is heated, Brownian motion increases, then pressure transmissions can naturally occur faster; which is why early post-war jet



speed attempts were made in hot desert climates (Fig. 4). Be that as it may, adequately correct is the assumption that air is composed of discrete particles each exerting a Certain amount of stationary or static pressure on all sides. This pressure is dictated largely by the weight



Fig. 4 — Early Jet speed records



of the atmosphere above the particle. If something causes the particle to move, the time it spends at any one place or point is reduced, the external pressure it can exert there is consequently lowered. But as it moves it gains a moving or dynamic pressure according to Bernoulli's theorem. On coming up against an obstruction its inertia would cause it to press against the object until its kinetic energy was expended whereupon it would then regain its normal static pressure. The effect of repeating a pressure change to its neighbor particles gradually diminishes with distance from the disturbance source. Sound is an example. However, if there is no air (or gas) there can be no sound, regardless of the big



bangs heard in space-war movies. Free air is slippery



and strongly resists any attempt to compress it. If there is a local pressure or density change for any reason, surrounding particles must physically move. To be sure, they will scatter in a thousand directions to avoid being compressed. If this were not so, it would be possible to push the volume of air A through the constriction B



(Fig. 5), merely by forcing the molecules closer together or in other words entirely enclose the volume of A within the volume shown at B. This does not happen because the tube is open at C and the air seeking to escape compression would rapidly spill out at high speed, being pushed by the piston or the air behind the constriction. In much the same way a water jet from a garden hose can be lengthened by reducing the nozzle diameter to some degree. If the tube did not have an open end, but SPORT AVIATION 53



one way or another. Each particle can therefore be shown as a line denoting direction and velocity (Fig. 8). Nothing draws or pulls the air particles into the lowpressure region above the plate. They are in reality pushed, they are pushed by the higher pressure elsewhere; that is what the term "suction" truly means, according to any dictionary. A "vacuum" cleaner lowers the pressure at its mouth so that prevailing atmospheric pressure can then push air into the orifice, incidentally taking dust and loose items with it.
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Fig. 5 — Air In a tube
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for example expanded back to the original diameter, the air while in the constriction would speed up just the
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same until it reached the larger diameter where it would slow down, then continue to flow as at A. While it is in the reduced section of the tube, with its velocity increased and its volume stretched out or expanded, it would have less static pressure than while at A. AIRFOIL ACTION



A horizontally-moving inclined plate (or airfoil) divides a mass of air into two distinct layers, an upper and a lower. The bottom layer is pushed forward and downward, the top layer is accelerated rearward and downward. Adding the two, the net movement of air is downward and a little bit forward. To review this occurrence more closely, imagine a hypothetical inclinedplate approaching some air particles which are at rest (Fig. 6). It will be appreciated that separate stages are to be described even though they are all happening and interacting at the same time.



Fig. 8 — Air particles induced into a circular motion



The inclined plate continuously cuts througn the mass of air which is rising in front of it. Obviously many particles already set in an upward motion do not continue to go up and around the leading edge. The plate intercepts them. Those that do not go up and around are shown as being below an imaginary demarcation line as in Fig. 9. To observe the air movement



Fig. 9 — Upwash about to be divided



more closely, picture that of all the air particles, only two are visible, one above and one below the demarcation line. A plate approaches them (Fig. 10). Due to the already developed variance in the pressure field, both particles are being pushed in a general upward direcFig. 6 — An approaching plate



As the plate moves through the group, particles underneath will be pushed forward and downward especially near the front edge (Fig. 7). As air naturally resists compression, a rapid general escape from this high-pressure region takes place. An escape to where? Any place that is of lower pressure! And the lowest would be in that area or "void" created over the upper surface of the moving plate. So that is where they go. Meanwhile, the constant impellent action of the surrounding air mass to even up the overall pressure field has caused just about every local air particle to move



Fig. 7 — Air being pushed by plate 54 APRIL 1981
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Fig. 10 — Before plate arrives



tion. When the advancing plate slices between them, the upper one is forced up to the right; and then down as the plate passes. The lower particle is moved forward and downward (Fig. 11). Their resultant positions (still moving) indicate roughly how much the two air masses (upper and lower) are displaced in relation to each other. Both are deflected downward but the lower one moves well forward. The upper one rearward. If there is any creation of lift at all, the two air masses are dislocated in this manner. It cannot be otherwise. In spite of the Dayton explanation, the upper particle will never again meet its lower companion. A trailing-edge shear line shows where the two air masses come together and are scrubbing and mixing.



Fig. 13 — A mass of air is pushed down



Rg. 11 — After plate passes



Looking at the entire region around the moving plate, although each air particle describes its own small individual pattern either above or below the plate, at any one split second in time the combined movements of all the particles would indicate a circular movement of the whole pressure field (Fig. 12). This is probably the most difficult part of the process to visualize. The rotational action or circulation travels along with the plate and is the basic property of a lift-generating device of this kind. The result of all this activity, when the com-



Fig. 12 — Circulation



plete upper and lower movements are totalled, is an aggregate movement of air, downward, with a small forward component. The reaction (Fig. 13), being equal and opposite, is felt by the plate in an upward direction. The greater the circulation the greater the reaction. After the plate passes, the particles eventually come to rest and the pressures equalize. With an efficient modern airfoil at low angles of attack, the forward push is small so that the L/D ratio is large. This and other types of drag constitute the price to pay for "lift". It is impossible to eliminate drag entirely otherwise a state of perpetual motion would prevail. Water, though about 800 times as dense as air, has many similar characteristics (ref. 4). A simple water trough can be used to clearly show circulation. Nail a



narrow fence around the edge of a long flat board. Paint black then waterproof with a coat of resin. A small foam airfoil is also sealed and arranged at a moderate angle of attack on a light-framework slider (Fig. 141. Fill with water or old light oil and sprinkle the surface uniformly with some very light beads or grains of foam. When the fluid is calm, the slider is steadily moved to the left. Other than a small counter-clockwise "starting vortex" shed off the trailing edge, the particles will apparently rotate completely around the airfoil in a clockwise direction as it translates to the left. MORE PARTICULARS



The description of the lift process could be terminated at this juncture and be almost complete. However, at higher angles of attack the condition of increased pressure under the leading edge intensifies so that the air particles which make it up and around are literally catapulted by the extreme or steep pressure gradient. They move so fast that their inertia tends to take them some distance vertically before they are pushed into the low-pressure zone, along with the rest of the upper group. As they move down and into the upper-surface area some may go forward with the plate trying to fill the "hole". This causes a local rotation or vortex motion which spoils the low pressure over the plate, discouraging the overall downward movement of the upper-air mass (Fig. 15). Some particles can actually become trapped in this area and continue to rotate. Others just mill around staying with the plate as it moves along. This is energy consumption that is not contributing to the desired downward push, so it is a wasteful occurrence. Consequently, it was early in the history of manned flight that the pioneers curved the leading edges to make it easier for the air particles to remain smoothly in line with the surface contour (Fig. 16). This was important as they were flying at comparatively slow speeds, i.e. at substantial angles of attack. As the air particles accelerate upward around this curved leading-edge, they are more spread out, like the air in the constriction in Fig. 4. Their static pressure lowers which augments the normal inward push of the



CL WB of Borrow Fig. 14 — Circulation demonstrator SPORT AVIATION 55



Some airplanes have the up-elevator travel limited to prevent bringing the wing to a high enough angle of attack to precipitate other than a mild or partial burbling. This would apply only to the low-speed mode where the elevator power is weakest. Control limitation supposedly makes for safer flying but it certainly restricts performance by hindering the use of trailing-edge flaps, unless there is some kind of interconnection to delimit the elevator.



Fig. 15 — Leading-edge separation



Fig. 17 — "An early D-7 hanging on its prop during tests, moving forward at 30 mph under perfect control." —



Hg. 16 — One cure for early separation



encompassing air-mass. But because of their high velocity they are still difficult to turn. Fortunately, Coanda effect comes to the rescue and helps hold the flow to the contour and so resist separation. If the leading edge and the local upper-surface are smooth, laminar flow can pertain close to the contour or in the "boundary layer" for some distance back, with a low-drag factor. At a point usually where the maximum airfoil thickness occurs, the boundary layer ceases to maintain an orderly laminar pattern. It suddenly changes to a "turbulent" character which does not mean it is separated or stalled but rather a non-laminar or rapidly-mixing type of flow which has higher drag than laminar. As much laminar flow as possible is a desirable condition, much sought after, especially in sail planes where very low-drag is a prerequisite. On the contrary, flying insects with their more or less flat-plate wings and because of their very small physical size or scale, require the boundary layer to be turbulent right from the leading edge. To ensure this they incorporate such things as saw-tooth or hairy leading edges, external veins and ribs. Regardless of the curvature and smoothness of the airplane-wing leading-edge shape, increasing the angle of attack will eventually cause separation to take place. Thin or pointy airfoils understandably begin to separate or stall near the leading edges, blunter ones farther back. When a stall occurs over the upper surface, the total downward push of air is reduced, though a substantial push still remains from the lower surface. The primary lift loss obviously causes an airplane to drop. Furthermore, the very high-drag associated with separation slows the forward speed, light low-inertia aircraft perhaps more rapidly than heavy ones. The slower velocity then further diminishes what lift remains, making the loss of height even more rapid. Also, the actual dropping of the airplane can automatically increase the angle of attack to additionally aggravate the condition. Other factors such as C.G. position, aspect ratio, flaps and slats, amount of useable engine power and effectiveness of the pitch control all vary with each type of aircraft, hence a wide variety and range of airplane stall behavior. For example, if enough thrust was available to overcome the drag, at least in the initial stages, level flight might still be possible even though it was beyond the stall (Fig. 17). Some of the missing lift can be provided by thrust from the propeller (ref. 6). 56 APRIL 1981
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HIGH LIFT DEVICES



The solid lower surface of an airfoil pushes air down easily. It is the upper surface that has the much more difficult job performing its share of the total task. It needs all the help it can get particularly at very high angles of attack. If and when lift-increasing trailingedge flaps are lowered or put out, the already high underside-pressure increases considerably, to force even more particles around the leading edge, with the attendant danger of separation. Therefore, many wings have quite round, large-radius leading edges while others incorporate a slat which extends forward to form a slot. The slot helps to force the flow into conforming to the main upper-surface curvature (Fig. 18). Slats can be



Fig. 18 — Slat forms slot



made automatic in operation, for both low and highspeed modes. When the upper nose static-pressure reduces to a certain value, the higher pressure inside or under the wing pushes the slat out. On resumption of a low angle of attack the slat goes back in because of ram or internal-spring pressure. They can also be actuated mechanically by sensors. Some moderate-speed aircraft have fixed slats, designed to be helpful only at low speeds (Fig. 19). The intersection of the line of demarcation and the airfoil lower surface moves rearward with increase in angle of attack. Some air particles consequently move forward to the slot mouth, then up and around. Another lift-enhancing device, used in conjunction with trailing-edge flaps, is a leading-edge surface that can be lowered to temporarily provide a large radius instead of a sharp corner (Fig. 20). Unless there is an understanding of the function of a Kreuger flap it can appear a very strange sight to a layman, to see an airplane sail by with these great boards hanging down like snow-plows at the front edge of the wing (Fig. 21). As mentioned earlier and shown in Fig. 15, the air over the upper surface at high angles can become slowed



the inclined body-flow and the airfoil leading-edge up-



flow could create too great an upwash thereby causing separation in the joint area. A vane or cuff is occasionally employed to control this compound flow. In Fig. 23, strakes are fitted on the 1949 Avro CF102. In recent
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Fig. 19 — Low-speed fixed-slat wing, Moraine Saulnier 502 Fig. 23 — CF102



times, a number of transport-type aircraft have resorted to special slat-segments in this root region. Fig. 24 calls attention to the anti-stall vanes on the Macchi and F-104 tip-tanks. Other aircraft with tip-tanks use vortex



Fig. 20 — Kreuger flap



and take on a case of the blind staggers, lessening the effort of pushing air downward. Even with slats, too high an angle of attack will still stall a wing. By injecting into this region, in a rearward direction, a thin flat stream of very high-speed air (which automatically clings to the surface) the boundary-layer flow is reenergized and lift renewed. In usual practice the blowing comes out of a gap where the trailing-edge flaps hinge, though the future might seem commonplace, blowing



near the slat.



Fig. 24 — Tip tanks



generators placed aft of mid-chord on the outer, upper wing-surface to pull down more energetic air to mix



with and restore a slowed and perhaps separated



Fig. 21 — Full-span Kreuger flaps on Convair 990A



surface-flow. The "pinion" tanks on the Comet 3 were without cuffs. Comet 4 and subsequent marks all had cuffs (Fig. 25), though only on the inboard sides as wing leading-edges swept away from the tanks on the outboard sides.



A moving inclined-cylinder also creates a circulation, due to the high and low pressure above and below it. It is weak because there is considerable leakage around the sides. If the body shown in Fig. 22 was a tank or a



fuselage with a wing attached to it, the combination of



Fig. 25 — Pinion tank



Fig. 22 — Very low-aspect ratio



The original Swedish Viggen (Fig. 26) was planned to put to use the Coanda effect to maintain orderly flow over the main delta (ref. 8). It was not used because of the discovery that the tip vortexes created by a plain low-aspect ratio forward-surface served to sufficiently energize the air and delay stagnation over the rear wing, the combination allowing very high angles of attack (ref. 9). This interaction effect has been proposed by a number of other manufacturers. The canard is not a SPORT AVIATION 57



Fig. 26 — Saab 37 "Jet Flap" (after Design News)



pitch controller but has flaps for take-off and landing only, trim being maintained by automatically deflected elevens. The powerful forward-wing vortexes also result in making the fin and rudder very effective, especially at low speeds, which mitigates the short fuselage. The large curvature or camber that produces high lift at low speed, is not necessary at high speed where sufficient lift is obtained by bending the flow less but on a correspondingly larger volume of air. The movement of air particles at the leading edge, due to the very small angle of attack, is "easily accommodated by a small radius on the entry shape. Supersonic considerations dictate sharp leading-edges, exemplified by those of the Lockheed Starfire. Some high-speed thin-winged airplanes experience a small leading-edge separation or bubble. The flow reattaches immediately after passing over this small vortex. As a counter, there is the seeming paradox of high-subsonic airfoils with large-radius leading-edges. Part 2 will continue with relative flow.



References For Part One 1. The example illustration is essentially that as displayed at the Air Force Museum at Dayton, Ohio, September 1978. 2. This sketch is from a photograph printed in Flight, Dorset House, Iliffe & Sons Ltd., London, 8 September 1938. It shows a Hurricane with a fixedpitch wooden propeller, flying hands off. 3. Willy Ley, Laws of Utter Chaos, Bell Publishing Company, N.Y., 1969. 4. A. C. Kermode, Mechanics of Flight, page 39, Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons Ltd., London, 1942. 5. Robert C. Hare, The Development of the Fokker Fighters, Universal Model Airplane News, March 1935. The sketch is a facimile of a photograph published with this series on Fokker airplanes. The caption is reproduced exactly. 6. Edward P. Warner, Airplane Design, page 553, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1936. Describes the transference of up to 15 or 20 percent of the aircraft's weight from the wings to the propeller, further amplified by the slipstream effect on the lift of the wings. 7. Best F-4 Yet, Product Support Digest, McDonnell Aircraft Company and reprinted in Air Force Airscoop magazine, January 1974. Illustrated is the inboard slat. 8. Design News, Rogers Publishing Co., Englewood, Colorado, January 1962. 9. R. R. Rodwell, Combat Biplane, Flight International, 20 April 1967, and Stefen Geisenheyner, Viggen Means Thunderbolt, Air Force magazine, March 1968.
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An interesting study in gear retraction cycles — think of the horrendous drag being produced at this point. This is a NA T-28A owned by Jack Magie (EAA 15/55) of 90 Martin Point Ct., Roswell, GA 30076. 58 APRIL 1981
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RELATIVE FLOW



IN



PART ONE, the flow was visualized while a plate or wing passed the observer. With this picture in mind it can now and only now be meaningfully transposed into the relative sense, that of viewing the moving flow past a stationary airfoil, as is typical in wind tunnels. In addition, Fig. 27 displays smoke puffs (ref. 10) which confirm the displacement of the upper and lower air masses in relation to each other. At station 1, the flow is moving upward in front of the wing because of the influence of the high and low pressure already fully developed around the airfoil (ref. 11).



station 2. The streamlines are closer together signifying increased velocity and reduced static pressure. The two stations 4 show that the combined effect of the upper and lower flows is a downward deflection of air. Air leaves the wing with a velocity it did not originally have, that from the top surface different from that off the bottom. This velocity differential is depicted in a slightly different manner in Fig. 28. As long as there is lift (circulation) the two separated layers of air never rejoin in phase but are always displaced; which is contrary to the common idea exemplified by the Dayton statement.



RELATED PHENOMENA



A forward moving cylinder, revolving, as represented in relative flow (Fig. 29), will produce lift by circulation. The rotor provides the same two necessary



Fig. 27 — Smoke streams with puffs



At station 2 the streamlines are farthest apart where



they are actually moving forward (to the left) though in a relative sense they are just slowing down. It is the slowing down, not compression, and the speeding up of



the stream tube, not rarefaction, that constitutes the mathematical basis for the pressure changes in accordance with the Bernoulli theorem. It neglects the influence of compressibility treating density as though it were a constant (ref. 12). The water-trough experiment described in part one is based on this hypothesis, namely, water is not compressible therefore pressure changes can be thought of as products of velocity changes (up to the speed of sound). At station 3 the flow is accelerating around the nose and upper leading-edge due to the high pressure from 18 MAY 1981



factors as does an airfoil. It bends the relative flow while accelerating it. If the rotation of the cylinder is rapid and its surface roughened the lift can be very great (ref. 13). The drag however is high. An airplane has flown with rotors for wings and air-rotors have been used experimentally for marine propulsion. Of the many other applications of Magnus effect, golf and baseball are two obvious examples. When a



golf ball is struck by a driver, it is caused to rotate as well as translate (Fig. 30). Clubs with extreme angles (irons and wedges) are for maximum lift. The dimples on the balls, usually standard with a total of 336, are necessary for best results. The rotation imparted, 3,000 to 4,000 rpm, creates an upward reaction or "slice" which can appear to start after 100 yards or more. A smooth ball might reach 90 yards whereas a dimpled



ball from the same driver may reach 250 yards. In baseball (and softball) the pitcher can impart a



spin, Fig. 31, to cause the ball to drop, rise, curve left or right. Igor Sikorsky once made tests to discover that a well thrown "screwball" or "roundhouse" at nearly



100 mph can rotate up to 600 rpm (ref. 14). Like the golf



Fig. 28 — Cleavage and phase shift



ball, if the linear velocity decays faster than the rotational velocity, rather than begin to curve immediately, at some point in the trajectory the ball will appear to "break".



tex sheet) in the shear line, sketched schematically in Fig. 32. These vortexes contribute to the turbulence in the shear line.



Fig. 31 — The fine art of circulation control Fig. 29 — Magnus effect



Fig. 30 — The aerodynamic golf ball COMPLETE WING



So far, only two dimensions have been defined regarding the passage of air over and under a hypothetical slice or section of a wing. But complete wings always have tips and due to the developed high and low pressure zones, the flow veers towards the tips under the wing and towards the roots over the upper surface. Adding this characteristic now makes the visualization three-dimensional. The upper and lower flows moving off the trailing edges at different angles, results in the formation of an infinite number of small vortexes (vor-



Fig. 32 — High pressure always moves toward a lower pressure



The movement of air around a wing tip manifests in a separate large vortex which usually forms just inboard of the upper wing-tip edge. It attains full development in about two to three chord lengths and continues to be active downstream for a time, depending on wing loading; tip planform having little influence. On the



other hand, conducive to high core-vorticity is the prac-



tice of shaping the wing bow to a sharp edge. Because



aircraft weight is unchanged at low and high speeds SPORT AVIATION 19



the wing must push the same weight of air downward in either situation. But at the low end of the speed



range, it has to push slower air at a greater angle to



accomplish the same end result. In so doing, the vertical shear at the wing tips is greater, creating bigger vortexes. At low angles of attack the tip vortexes diminish in intensity but still create a significant percentage of the total drag of a clean airplane at cruise. Slightly more elegant than the familiar tip plates, "winglets"



are intended to oppose and slow down the vortex rotation by the positioning of two surfaces, one above and one below the chord line (Fig. 33), the larger surface naturally the upper one. In some trade offs it is put forth that winglets can offer advantages over simple span increases.



turbed flow over the wing, eliminating pitch up. The tip-vortex system on an unswept low-aspect ratio wing can also act as a fence or end plate thereby improving the L/D ratio (ref. 15). When an airplane is flying very low, the ground provides a barrier to the downward path of the air particles and directly helps to support the aircraft's weight. As the airplane climbs, the effect disappears in two or three wing spans of altitude. While close to the ground (but not too close) the greater pressure or slowing down of air under the wing allows the airplane to fly at a slightly reduced angle and still carry the same load (ref. 16). Ground effect can pare induced drag by as much as forty percent (ref. 17), hence the tendency of many aircraft to "float". Because of the low downwash angle during a landing, the download on the stabilizer is diminished. The pilot will possibly have to apply more than the usual stick-pressure to lower the tail. Ground effect is very noticeable on aircraft with high span-loadings such as



deltas which create large values of induced drag at their landing angles of attack. They benefit from the cushioning effect and the less precise flare requirement (Fig. 35). It is general experience (conveniently so) that in ground effect (ref. 18) deltas do not require an inordinately strong back-pull nor do they tend to sink or pitch forward with up-elevator or up-elevon. Ground effect will be favorable up to lift coefficients of 2.5, but above this, theory shows it is detrimental to maximum lift (ref. 19). Part 3 will review basic propeller flow.



Fig. 33 — Reducing vorticity of the tip flow



But vortexes per se are not all bad, and as already shown by the Viggen are sometimes put to very good use especially on aircraft with high span-loadings. The generation of a vortex along the forward fuselage by sharp strakes, or by sharp leading-edges at root sections or on leading edges of deltas or swept wings can constitute a fundamental feature of lifting surfaces and occasionally is the basis for stability-control and supersonic-trim, a detailed explanation of which is beyond the desired scope of this present review. Suffice to say that a vortex formed at a station in the span, by "saw-cuts" or fences causes a highly energized flow which serves to delay or reduce separation or act as a restriction to unwanted spanwise motion. In Fig. 34, the notch and leading-edge extension constricts the size of the wing-vortex envelope, reducing the area of dis-



Fig. 35 — A Concorde grease job
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An Elementary Review Of How Air Is Pushed



and How Propellers Propel



Part 3 of 4 Written and Illustrated by George B. Collinge (EAA 67 Lifetime) 5037 Marlin Way Oxnard, CA 93030 thetical balloons or air particles being pushed down. But unlike the airplane picture, now each revolution repeatedly pushes air particles downward and on top of the preceding ones Fig. 39. Instead of the new particles coming at the wing almost horizontally, they now come down from above, even though in a relative sense the process of circulation has to be identically the same. Indeed, if one were travelling along with the rotating and advancing airfoil or blade Fig. 40, its streamlines (and the balloons) would look similar to those around a wing. (Fig. 40 is in fact a direct transposition of Fig. 39). The only change from an ordinary airfoil flowdiagram is that the picture is now steeply inclined to



face into the relative flow created by the combination Fig. 36 — Lift is the useable part of the product of circulation.



LN AIRFOIL PUSHES air downward, the reaction to which is mostly "lift". It is measured at 90 degrees to the direction of motion Fig. 36, and is opposed by



the weight of the aircraft. If it were possible to view a dual line of air particles or balloons that were being pushed down by a passing wing, it might look like what is shown in Figure 37. Black and white balloons, as used in part one, symbolize which go over and which go under. ROTATING AIRFOILS



A moving wing pushes air. A revolving propeller



also pushes air, but with a difference. Assume that instead of a wing travelling in a straight line it is now pivoted and is rotating as in Fig. 38. Each time it passes, the activity it produces will be observed. Visualize hypo-



of the actual helical path of the blade and the inflow velocity. The obvious widening of the stream Fig. 39, is due to the phase shift now crosswise the plane of rotation. The deflection and hence acceleration that is given to the entire air mass by the blade cannot be instantaneous. Though the air is pulsed to a degree, there is in reality a continuous downward speed-up which causes those particles some distance above to begin moving downward. This is why, in propeller theory, it is held that half of the velocity obtained by the air particles occurs before they get to the actual blade or propulsive disk and that they do not reach maximum speed until well past the energy-input stage (plane of rotation). To review: the downward and slightly sideways movement of air under the blade causes the air above to naturally begin to flow in the same general direction. In other words, a converging mass of air is created by the propeller and is in turn consumed by it. The inflow autoFig. 37 — Any airplane in flight Is supported by the process of pushing air downward.
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Fig. 3( — Watching • rotating airfoil.
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through the plane of the propeller, because, and it is emphasized, it is the propeller that creates the inflow in the first place! Therefore there would be the same angle of attack on each blade for each complete revolution. The angle remains essentially constant up to at least 15 degrees of yaw or pitch (ref. 20). This certainly encompasses the normal operating attitude-range of the average airplane. Therefore it must be clearly evident that "P-factor" (another popular theory in this country) is not supported by fact and is in the same category as the Dayton airfoil fiction, described in part one. To further reassert and illustrate the self-aligning feature of an inflow, Fig. 41 shows an extreme condition, that of a speeding (right to left) ground-effect machine. Graphically indicated is how it almost completely straightens its intake flow parallel to the pump axis (ref. 21).



The foregoing chapters have been concerned with normal operation of a tractor airplane. It is not intended to detail here the flow through autogyro or helicopter rotors. It might just be noted however that in the case of a convertiplane, where in flight the propeller axis rotates through 90 degrees Fig. 42, a condition commonly termed "side-force" or "normal-force" becomes a factor in regard to lift and balance (ref. 22 & 23). STREAMTUBE



Fig. 39 — Successive air particles pushed downwards.
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Fig. 40 — Relative-flow pattern around propeller blade is



identical to that around wing.



matically tends to align itself with the path of those particles which have just gone through the blades. They all follow each other. As with a wing, which has an upwash ahead of it, the inflow just before the blade also experiences a momentum and angular change. It is the beginning of the impulse of circulation given by the blade and by which it bends and accelerates the flow. There can be no acceleration without bending nor bending without acceleration. The end product, the deflected and accelerated flow is. as from a wing, in turmoil due to the two sheared air masses rejoining at different speeds and generating a vortex sheet between them. Consider a revolving propeller on the nose. If the airplane yaws somewhat, this self generated inflow tilts with it, so that the air still tends to move without change



For a given power input, the potential thrust of a propeller is greatest when forward speed is zero (ref. 24). One of the exceptions would be where the blade angles are too coarse, as they could be with a fixed pitch propeller (ref. 25). As an airplane's speed increases and the propeller moves into its induced flow region so to speak, there is gradually less acceleration and bending (rotation) given to the air. A point will be reached where the thrust is diminished to where it will only just equal the drag and that will be the maximum level speed at that altitude. Seemingly inconsistent, as the speed of the airplane increases, so does the speed of the slipstream, even though the amount of thrust is decreasing. The ratio of the two speeds is greatest at the start of take-off. At top speed the slipstream velocity for a clean aircraft will only be a small amount over that of the airplane's actual speed. The total air flow through a propeller cannot normally be seen but it may be visualized as a tube of air, shaped and constrained by the various pressures developed Fig. 43. As the mass of fluid remains constant, the tube must contract where the velocity increases (ref. 26). The gradual slow-down and the expansion to atmospheric pressure, unite with the centrifugal element to enlarge the tube diameter downstream. This entire tube of air, in a sense, becomes part of the airplane and has a destabilizing effect, at least on a tractor, most pronounced at low speeds and at high-power settings (ref. 27). For an obscure reason or reasons, some folks have difficulty in accepting the very idea of a rotating slipstream and will at best only grudgingly admit that such a condition exists. In spite of obvious positive evidence, this question of whether or not the slipstream has or has not a rotational component has been raised in the recent past by a number of aviation magazines. One printed photographs of a long ribbon held in the slipstream of a parked, running-up Bellanca to show that, surprise, (ref. 28) there really was a rotation! Another magazine used photographs of a tufted lightplane to indicate the "negligible" angularity of the flow behind the propeller over the upper cowl (ref. 29). There was such a tiny angle showing, the writer's advice was to forget about slipstream rotation. One wonders what would happen if, for instance, axial-flow turbine designers forSPORT AVIATION 17



Fig. 41 — A GEM at cruising speed.



Fig. 45 — Smoke, as dense as possible, is prime requirement.



Fig. 42 — Curtiss-Wright X-100.
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Fig. 43 — Slipstream.



flow angle. Furthermore, tufts on a surface tend to follow and align with that surface whereas they will often show quite different angles of flow if positioned 2 or 3 inches above it. Also, when tufts are taped in line, the significance of a few degrees angularity is sometimes lost or masked. Better results might be obtained when all tapes are randomly positioned. Placing tufts directly behind and in line with a thick hub section which has little thrust, is not going to indicate much more than pulsed turbulence. As a conclusion to this third of four parts, a description is offered of a simple rig that can be put together in a very short time. It will help the visualization of some aspects of relative propeller flow, although in the static mode only Fig. 45. In lieu of a custom-compounded colored smoke-stick, various devices can be substituted. A steady thin stream of smoke is desirable. Smoke is usually a light gray, hence the requirement of a dark background and a strong point-source light. A cigar in the end of a flex hose, with a drop of oil on the burning tip every few seconds, will work satisfactorily and do a fine job of fumigating the shop. Good results have been obtained with a small electric-fan motor, the rpm being held down a little by a high-pitched propeller. The separation of the stream around the blades was distinctly discernible as was the widened diffused afterflow. Under certain combinations of blade-shape and rpm, upstream pulses can sometimes be seen. Part 4 will include a review of different kinds of propellers. Reler*nc« For Part 3 20 — Edward P Warner. Airplane Design, page 531. McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc.. New York. 1936



21 — Wolfgang F Merzkirch. Making Flows Visible. International Science and Technology magazine page 47. October 1966 22 — H V



Borst. Curtiss-Wright Corporation. The High-Speed VTOL X-100 and



M-2000 Aircraft. Aerospace Engineering magazine. August 1962. 23 — Herbert S Ribner. NACA Report No 820 Propellers in Yaw. Langley Field. Virginia. 7 April 1943 24 — Sydney V. James. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Aerial Screw Propeller Practice. Aero and Hydro magazine, page 162. 30 November 1912 It was understood well in the early days, that measuring static thrust was not a measure of its propulsive efficiency in flight



Fig. 44 — Right-hand or clockwise propeller rotation as viewed from the cockpit.



25 — Thomas G. Foxworth. The Speed Seekers, page 162. Doubleday & Company Inc . New York. 1974 First test of the Gordon Bennett Curtiss 'Texas Wildcat' revealed that it had to be pushed to start it rolling, even with full throttle Its propeller was designed for 200 mph



got about the rotational aspect of compressor flows and



26 — Edward P Warner. Airplane Design, page 513. McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc . New York, 1936 27 — Clark B Millikan. Aerodynamics ol the Airplane, page 150. John Wiley & Sons



forgot to include straightening or stator blades! Curiously, in this particular article, there was no mention



that the test airplane's (T-18) engine is offset to starboard Fig. 44, which of course would reduce the apparent 18 JUNE 1981



Inc . New York. 1941



28 — Ken Rodman. Myths for Hangar Hassles. Plane and Pilot magazine, pages 51 to 53. July 1970



29 — Peter Garrison. Will of the Wisps. Flying magazine, pages 70 to 71 plus. July 1973
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Additional Aspects Of Aircraft And Propeller Configurations



How Propellers Propel Part 4 of 4 Written and Illustrated by George B. Collinge (EAA 67 Lifetime) 5037 Marlin Way Oxnard, CA 93030 BASIC CONCEPTS



There is one angle of attack for any given airfoil where the L/D ratio is greatest. During the engineering of large fixed-wing airplanes, it is usually desirable to arrange the wing area and speed such that at maximumrange cruise, the wing flies close to this angle. A small wing generally results, one that requires a very high landing speed. Therefore, the use of flaps is always a necessity, often in conjunction with slats. Without highlift devices, more area would have to be added to the wing to provide a reasonably slow landing speed. In that case the airplane is then forced to carry much more wing area than it needs for maximum-range cruise; meaning higher drag than is necessary. In landing mode, aircraft without flaps are too clean and require long, low and flat approaches. To offset this trait is the very reason flaps were first utilized on many aircraft. Flaps not only conveniently increase the approach angle but reduce landing speeds as well. In fact, flap design increased the lift coefficient to very high values, allowing much heavier loads to be lifted off than can be safely landed. Certain odd kinds of aircraft, including canards, are at a disadvantage as they cannot normally use camber-changing trailing-edge flaps. The conventional, rear-tailed airplane configuration seems to be almost universally standard because if nothing else, it can tolerate large shifts in the "center of pressure" (to use old-fashioned terminology). Trailing-edge flaps unfortunately move the C/P to the rear causing a nosedown condition. A tail, positioned a long way back, with sufficient power, is vital for trim. No tail, no liftincreasing flaps. Simple as that. Which might help to explain why high aspect-ratio flying wings of the past, just could not compete, performance wise, with the standard formula; indeed, the trend has been almost



control engine-out yaw. A natural! Yet there is one class of aircraft, the all-wing deltas, that cannot use trailing-edge flaps, but carry their own drag-producer inherent in their configurations and which does not disturb the wing balance. Their very large induced or vortex drag steepens the approach amply and automatically. Any low aspect-ratio planform also benefits from high drag on the approach. At these high angles of attack their lift coefficients are high enough for reasonably slow landings. When an airplane has been designed to fly most of its life at the best L/D angle of attack, it is desirable to maintain this angle despite load changes. Thus at full load, cruise speed is higher than when at light load. Other factors can modify this principal though, such as high winds, specific fuel consumption, tactical restrictions, traffic control and others. PROPELLERS



Each airfoil-segment of the blades should also, as a wing, ideally operate at the best L/D angle of attack. This would efficiently convert the engine torque into useful thrust. As with a wing, there can be exceptions to this rule. With a variable-pitch propeller, one occasion could be where a very low angle of attack is selected, the ensuing lower drag allowing a greater overall benefit, that of increased power from the engine because of the higher rpm then available. It might also seem desirable to be able to increase the camber of a propeller in flight, as is done on a wing. And there has been some experimental work on this, notably Hamilton Standard from approximately 1959 to 1969. Take-off and climb performance were to be materially improved. It was not put into production. Many factors and related problems of propeller design are interesting if only to realize what a difficult



the exact opposite, i.e. huge fuselages with small wings



task it can be, though this is not to say that simply



albeit festooned with slats and flaps. Aside from the economics of high wing-loading, there is also the benefit, in turbulence, of a smoother ride for passengers. In many cases, the increased downwash from lowered flaps automatically imposes a correcting down-load on the tail to greatly ease and simplify trimming. With engines all over the wings, the modern transport type



laying out a geometrical pitch and carving away will not produce a propeller of sorts; lots have been born just this way. Enough thrust should be provided by the propeller to equal the aircraft drag at the designed speed. A primary job accordingly, is to find the aircraft drag. Here is where the compromises start. Wind tunnels are excellent tools for this perhaps "cut and try" work. Comparison with other similar types seems to be the order of the day for the amateur. However



of aircraft then utilizes the existing long fuselage for



the fin and rudder placement, needed to adequately
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arrived at, once drag is established, most propeller designers then get out the charts. Charts have been evolved over the years which incorporate known factors and compromises. Designers favor those particular charts which they have previously found useful. "Experience" enters the picture in all instances and in all levels of competancy. amateur and professional alike. Various people go so far as to suspect that a big element of "black art" is imperative, in which matter the turbine folks must surely have an inside track with Beelzebub. The amateur builder may use or copy an existing prop, try it then modify it or subsequent ones, until a good result is achieved or he runs out of patience or money or time or all three. MEASURING PITCH



Geometric pitch is the theoretical distance a propeller shaft will move in a straight line, through a



operation and it effectively established the shape. The curved front-face is then easy to carve as a second step. Not scientific, but practical. Why propellers remained flat faced when mass-produced on copying lathes is not clear, as the original could be almost any shape. A lot



of metal propellers also have flat back-faces, at least in the lower-power range.



Flat-faced airfoils might not have as high a L/D ratio as is possible with other designs, but because of all the other so-so factors in propeller design, this may not be too important in the whole picture. For instance, the thickness of wooden trailing-edges needs to be substantially thicker than is desired for aerodynamic reasons because cracking is a danger during hand starts. A wooden propeller ordered for this writer's airplane was classified by the designer/maker as having 68 inches



pitch at three-quarters diameter, measured on the fiat back-face. The remainder of the pitch was described as



stationary, constant medium, during one complete



being reduced by approximately one and a half degrees



trace a different path. Blade sections near the tips



the root. The angle at the tip was plus one degree.



revolution. Each segment of the rotating blade will



at half diameter, going down to minus five degrees at



will describe a helix of much greater diameter than



Before installation, this propeller was carefully measured and the airfoil plotted at various stations. The now universal definition of "chord" is a straight line connecting the point of the trailing edge with the point where the airfoil median-line cuts the leading edge. Using this rule, the propeller had a 78 inch pitch at the tip, gradually changing at half diameter to 65.5 inches and to 61.5 inches at one-third diameter. If the estimated best L/D angles for the blade sections were



those near the axis. The tips must be of a flatter angle



(ref. 30). All this is quite academic because the medium is not stationary, not constant nor is its velocity easily determined (ref. 31). This velocity has to be calculated or guessed somewhere in the process, because it (inflow) has to be added to the aircraft velocity, to derive



the correct pitch-angle (Fig. 46). In a letter to Chanute.



Wilbur Wright comments about "the action of screws not moving forward". He described the measurement of



static thrust as of little value in determining actual thrust in flight; and data on marine screws was almost nonexistent at the time. So the brothers spent much time on new arithmetic before they started carving the Flyer's propellers.



used, then the tip was 68 inches, 60 at half and 56 inches



at one-third diameter. So you pay your money and get whatever the propeller maker thinks is the best educated guess for your airplane. A number of propeller makers will provide a thick trailing-edge for initial



trials, will later shave it to correct for too low or too high an rpm condition. Certainly it is actual performance that is the name of the game, pitch could be measured in dipthongs if it would make people happy. Back in 1912, the November 7 issue of Aero and Hydro magazine reviewed the design philosophy of five typical propeller manufacturers, Wright, Chauviere,



Fig. 46 — Probe on Spitfire 9 in 1943-to help determine airscrew efficiency



From early on, propeller pitch has been conveniently measured by putting the airplane in flying position, laying a straight-edge on the back face of the horizontal blades then noting its angle to the vertical or



horizontal. It mattered not that this was neither the precise chord nor the zero-lift angle nor the best L/D angle. And whatever it was it could vary with the thickness of the blade section. All this in turn gave rise to a lot of mish-mash on what was actually being measured. About the only consistent part of the process was that it got measured at two-thirds or three-quarters radius. The pitch (whatever it was) could very likely be different at every other segment. A high percentage of early propellers (wood) had cambered back-faces. As time went on, most were made with flat faces, perhaps because of simplicity in manufacture. The flat back-face is easier to carve as a first 20 AUGUST 1981



Normale, Paragon and Flottorp. All had different planforms coinciding with what each felt was the varying speed and density of the flow. Longest chords were all about three-quarters diameter. Two used straight geometric pitch, constant the entire blade. Two used a pitch increasing from the hub to about two-thirds diameter then decreasing to the tip. One used a gradually increasing pitch from the hub to the tip of about three degrees. Camber varied considerably whereas today on flat-faced airfoils, it reduces progressively, with thickness, toward the tip. INDUCED FLOW



As described in part three, a propeller induces a



stream of air into its disk. The effect is large for slow airplanes, small for fast ones. The hub or root portion



of any propeller, wood, metal, adjustable or constant speed, is just not an efficient thrust device (Fig. 47). It tends to churn or rotate the flow. Therefore it will



not effectively accelerate air past it, consequently there



is little induced velocity immediately in front of it (Fig. 48). This is why the placing of a fuselage, no matter what shape, behind the hub area, tractor fashion, does not impose as much of a drag penalty as might be expected. Rauol J. Hoffman in Popular Aviation, August 1936 states, "Placing a body (fuselage) into this turbulent region the efficiency naturally will increase." In a tractor installation, with a boxy or less than fair entry shape, the flow is additionally slowed in the frontal area. The root angle of attack of many propel-



is pushed forward to a position where an equilibrium with ram pressure exists. The low static-pressure on the lip of a ring cowling can be exploited for useful purposes as sketched in Fig. 50. One other aspect of a round-cowled engine is that it has a much more uniform influence on propeller-flow characteristics (as opposed to most other shapes) and should provide for smoother propeller operation (ref. 32).
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Fig. 47 — Hub of a propeller is not a good propeller
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Fig. 50 — Reduced pressure used for extraction



Fig. 48 — Speed of flow through average propeller is not uniform



lers is reduced so as to meet this retarded air at a proper angle. A non-symmetrical entry shape will obviously cause other local irregularities; a shaft extension being a common device to lessen such disturbances. A sensibly shaped fuselage-forebody coupled to a large spinner can result in quite low drag, which would account in part for the superior performance customarily obtained by the tractor configuration over that of the pusher.



SPINNERS



In 1912 the Deperdussin firm produced cowling designs that were surprisingly low drag and even one of their earliest shows up well compared to a state-of-theart example of thirty years later (Fig. 51). It also shows to advantage how the angled flow over its large spinner serves to hold down root blade-drag because of an increase in effective fineness-ratio. More, the actual angle of attack of the root section is reduced (less drag) by reason of the local flow acceleration.



NEGATIVE DRAG



A smoothly rounded cowl-lip will accelerate the local surface flow forming a reduced static-pressure zone. In the Smithsonian (1978) there is a little exhibit (Fig. 49) that demonstrates this. But alas, it is called "negative drag". Like the Dayton explanation, it misleads. A model cowling is suspended in front of a high-drag fuselage. When the fan is turned on. the cowling moves forward. If it really was negative drag, it would only be necessary to install enough of these cowlings on an airplane, give it a push and stand back. Perpetual motion at last! No fuel or noise problems at all! Not mentioned in the display was the fact that there is so much increased internal pressure created by the resistance of the engine cylinders, etc. that the cowling



Fig. 51 — A 1912 Deperdussin and a Douglas DC-3



Although it is possible to enclose a large portion of the chunky roots and so arrange for a more uniform pressure-front to the propulsion disk, there is yet another problem. EXCESSIVE ROTATION



No matter how well formed is the root airfoil (outside the spinner) and no matter how efficient that airfoil happens to be in accelerating air, it might do so at too high an angle, especially on high-speed airplanes (Fig. 52). In other words the total push-vector is too Fig. 49 — Floating Townsend ring



much sideways rather than rearward. Instead of pushing air backwards like the outer blade, it rotates it excessively, wasting torque. SPORT AVIATION 21
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Fig. 52 — Outer area does more useful work Fig. 55 — Flat pitch is required for taxying turbines
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of the cylinders. Inlet areas could be significantly reduced. A more modern application with molded shank fairings was used on the Lockheed Electra (Fig. 55). The faster the airplane, the coarser must be the pitch. Ultimately conditions could be reached where the air is rotated so much that efficiency deteriorates to an unacceptable level. Solution: flatten the blades and increase the rpm to tilt the push-vector more to the rear. The limitation to this procedure is that eventually the tips will approach the speed of sound and



encounter extremely high drag.



MULTIPLE BLADES



Fig. 53 — Two early propellers



Today, a few propeller designers prefer, as they did even in 1912 (ref. 33) to just streamline the root with a symmetrical form, set at zero degrees to the calculated flow and allow it to rotate causing as little drag as possible. They concentrate on the more efficient outer area. In Fig. 53, a very early propeller, (French dirigible, Mediterranean 2) is drawn, attestation of the old timers' complete disregard of the roots as a propulsive device. Also shown is a later, wooden propeller (Cody) evincing similar philosophy, that of having only enough root bulk thought structurally necessary.



The next step is to start over again. Reduce the diameter to keep the revs high while the tip speed remains sub-sonic, then add blades to absorb the torque. And this is approximately what an axial-flow compressor is and what more and more future airline propellers (ref. 34) are starting to look like (Fig. 56). Even with the large number of blades, it appears that these designs are going to have higher performance than present-day conventional turbo-props. Substantial fuel savings will be achieved along with lower noise, so says Commuter Air magazine of September 1979. Skewed marine propellers are not new, but from



The Armada International magazine of May 1979, it



is evident that for water propulsion, the number of



blades is also increasing. Fig. 57 shows the driving end of a recent all-Italian boat, launched in early 1979.



CUFFS



Balsa cuffs (Fig. 54) were developed by the army to encase the high-drag root sections and thereby improve the cooling of radials; improved because the roots no longer braked the air or churned it around in front



Fig. 54 — Streamlining the round blade-roots 22 AUGUST 1981



Fig. 56 — Future "Propulsion-Fan"



hp had virtually the same landing gear, hence the same ground clearance (Fig. 59). The propeller diameter stayed the same and Supermarine went the route of adding more blades as the torque increased (ref. 36). Five blades appeared to be the upper limit on one hub. so when even more power was installed (Seafire 46) two contrarotating three-bladers were fitted. There were to be few notable airplanes after War 2 with contra-rotating airscrews because of the advent of jet propulsion. As described in previous paragraphs, attention has now returned to the propeller in the form of the propulsion-fan, principally for commercial use. where it must absorb the tremendous power of the gas turbine and provide quiet thrust with an economy befitting the expensive fuel situation of the years ahead. ADJUSTABLE PITCH Fig. 57 — Submarine "Leonardo da Vinci"



PROPELLER DIAMETER



All standard propeller-design charts establish a relationship between such factors as rpm, speed, number of blades and diameter. Propulsion-fans however, have a maximum placed on diameter because of the tips approaching the speed of sound. But it would seem that limitation on diameter has been the norm for a long time, especially so during War 2. As the various aircraft progressed from prototype through subsequent model changes, power increases were inevitable. Not to disrupt assembly lines too much, large sections of airplanes remained unchanged. The jigs of the 760 hp Wright Cyclone Hudson were utilized for the Ventura (Fig. 58), which had 2000 hp P.W. Double Wasps. Propeller/fuselage clearance unchanged, the blade area was considerably increased. This brought to pass one of the first so called "paddle-blade" propellers. Adding area, particularly near the tip, produces the least blade-weight increase, effectively absorbs the most power to give the most thrust in return (ref. 35). The original Spitfire with its 880 hp engine and the Mark 14 with its 2050



Ideally, the correct propeller angle of attack should exist for each blade segment along the entire blade length. If this desired state of affairs should in fact be achieved, it would pertain to only one airspeed, altitude and rpm/power condition. Change any one factor and a completely new set of angles of attack will theoretically be required. Changing the angle of a rigid blade, as is common practice with controllable propellers has an enormous benefit. But it must be asserted that this is in itself a compromise because as soon as the blade angle changes from the originally designed pitch, then only one point or segment along the blade length might be correct, all others are either too coarse or too fine for maximum thrust. This is why even a "controllable-pitch" blade, either air or ground adjustable, is restricted to a relatively narrow range of angles and power, beyond which a different-design blade should be used.



Fig. 60 — Imagine the maintenance on this



Fig. 58 — Ventura



rig. 59 — Mark 1 to Mark 14



In passing, credit should go to at least one engineer, a Senor Benuzzi. who attempted the incredibly horrendous task of articulating a blade (ref. 37) so that it would truly be a controllable pitch propeller (Fig. 60). Each segment rotated a different amount to present the correct angle of attack for an entire speed range. It was fabric covered. The prevailing reluctance to accept controllable-pitch and constant-speed propellers was changed by the onset of War 2. But work on mechanically adjustable-pitch propellers goes back a long time. Prior to War 1 development was well under way and production seemed assured (ref. 38). War 1 has been touted by some historians as an era of accelerated progress in aviation



while others feel strongly that it was quite the contrary. Without t a k i n g sides it can be said that the controllable-pitch propeller went into limbo during that great international effort to produce great numbers of airplanes. Post War 1 experiments included the Dicks SPORT AVIATION 23



caused cracking or breaking, due to the high engine torque trying to bend the blades backward, in the plane



of rotation. Reducing drag of the hubs was fine, but



breaking in the air was a no no, hence various propellers bear witness of a generous amount of wood left on, depending on the strength of timber available (Fig. 62).



Fig. 61 — More powerful engines required two blades



Variable Blade propeller at McCook Field, also the propeller designed by Hart and Eustis. During the twenties Paragon Engineers Inc. of Baltimore built a "Universal Adjustable and Reversible" propeller. Another early variable-pitch propeller was the French Levasseur, tested at Chalais-Meudon Field (ref. 39). For little airplanes, the single-blade Everel was demonstrated on a Cub in 1936 (ref. 40). The real reason for the good performance was the pitch-changing nearly constant-speed design rather than the single blade (Fig. 61). After War 2 a number of U.S. concerns tested small adjustable-pitch propellers. To some, the cost and complexity was not worth the gain and that in those days of low-priced fuel, better performance could be had more easily by simply increasing engine size a couple of cubic inches. Naturally, the established propeller manufacturers went ahead and certified a number of variable-pitch propellers (ref. 41).



Fig. 62 — Massive propeller hub on this 195 hp War I Junkers



FLEXIBLE PROPELLERS



Very early propellers were not intended to alter shape during flight. But they did. Regardless of the material, the rotational and other forces were so great that distortion did occur. It is noted that the Wrights modified their Flyer propellers, giving the tips a "backward lean" to eliminate a tendency to twist under pressure (ref. 42). Coupled with the flexibility factor, designers were at the same time attempting to minimize the bulk of the inefficient roots. Reducing root size
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Fig. 63 — Ed Todd's Tailwind in 1956



On the other hand, it had been confirmed that by designing a curved or swept blade, the centrifugal force endeavored to straighten it out helping to offset the rearward bending stresses. It was also observed that the curved blade exhibited another favorable feature.
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Fig. 64 — Assortment of curved-blade propellers 24 AUGUST 1981



The greater thrust at low speeds tended to move the outer portion forward, causing a twisting action. It reduced the pitch slightly allowing the engine to turn up faster, developing more power. Take-off and climb



improved. According to Spencer Heath of the American Propeller Co., on page 206 of Aeronautics magazine for June 1913, it was necessary to design ". . . to a higher pitch than the pitch desired in flight and the blade so formed that it will flex down to the desired pitch under flying load." An ad by the same company in September 1913 describes their blades "curved to make pitch self-adjusting". Other ads of the time describe this kind of propeller as "flexing type" and having "expanding pitch". After War 1, Bakelite or Micarta propellers were considered by McCook Field as superior to wood. They were impervious to moisture and though flexible, had high strength and exhibited no warping, checking or splintering. They could be fitted to an engine shaft without the need of a metal hub. They had strands of reinforcing wires molded into the leading edges, moving the C.G. well forward resulting in a "tendency to flatten out or reduce pitch under high thrust conditions, a self-adjusting pitch feature" (ref. 43). Pitch changing or "speed stable" one-piece propellers (swept blades) were common up to and during War 1. Afterward, over the years, they went out of favor. Maybe flutter on some of the thinner blades or flutter because of higher-powered engines. Curved blades required more lumber and this may have been a factor. Typical of the last commercial examples was an ad by Paragon Propellers, Baltimore, Maryland, on page 122 of Western Flying magazine for June 1929. It shows a picture of a gently-curved wooden propeller, plus a sketch of a pilot hand cranking one on a biplane of the era. The text in part; "1350-1600-1950 r.p.m. on the ground-thrust-quick take-off-climability-no sacrifice of speed. Blade design gives that pitch reduction for full revs on the ground-yet, full pitch flying level. Plenty of thrust for take-off and climb-top speed in level flight without over-speeding the motor . . ." In the fifties, for $125, Anderson Propeller Service, Chicago, would carve down a stock aluminum blade to a swept configuration and put on a beautiful sheen finish (Fig. 63). Not all curved propellers are what they seem to be. At least one well known wooden-prop manufacturer, back in 1967 at Rockford, on being questioned said his scimitar shape was not meant to change pitch "too much wood for that" and the shape "was just a gag". Swept blades can still be spotted occasionally. Fig. 64 includes even a controllable-pitch scimitar, the swept blades probably serving the function of or assisting bob weights to flatten pitch.



Before leaving one-piece variable-pitch propellers, mention should be made that in 1951, Dr. Max M. Munk and Eli Emanuel of Brentwood, Md., marketed in the



USA, England, South America and Alaska, unique certified propellers for all U.S. engines and aircraft up to 165 hp. It was called "Flex-O-Prop" and was a standard factory-made wood propeller but with a large portion of the forward faces scooped out and replaced with slanting-grain wood inserts (Fig. 65). Articles in American Aviation and Flying, July 1951. described the superior performance obtained because of the ability of the blades to flatten during high power operation such as take-off and climb. "Although there are no moving parts . . . the Flex-O-Prop closely parallels performance of adjustable pitch propellers." EPILOG



This concludes a review of lift and thrust, combined because the basic process in each is the same. An endeavor was made to show how circulation controls or modifies practically all of the flow about an airplane. It is hoped that enough references have been included to allow verification where needed and possibly where further investigation is desired. Some of the older material is surprisingly succinct and informative in contrast to more modern technical literature which on the whole appears constrained by trade secrets, patent and legal considerations. References For Part 4 30. A C Kermode Mechanics of Fli| 
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